A Compensation Mechanism for EV Flexibility Services using Discrete Utility Functions
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Abstract—Compensation mechanisms are used to counterbalance the discomfort suffered by users due to quality service issues. Such mechanisms are currently used for different purposes in the electrical power and energy sector, e.g., power quality and reliability. This paper proposes a compensation mechanism using EV flexibility management of a set of charging sessions managed by a charging point operator (CPO). Users’ preferences and bilateral agreements with the CPO are modelled via discrete utility functions for the energy not served. A mathematical proof of the proposed compensation mechanism is given and applied to a test scenario using historical data from an office building with a parking lot in the Netherlands. Synthetic data for 400 charging sessions was generated using multivariate elliptical copulas to capture the complex dependency structures in EV charging data. Numerical results validate the usefulness of the proposed compensation mechanism as an attractive measure both for the CPO and the users in case of energy not served.

Index Terms—Aggregators, flexibility management, demand-side management, electric vehicles, revenue adequacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The worldwide adoption of electric vehicles is rapidly increasing and electric mobility is expected to play a crucial role in future energy systems. For example, in the Netherlands, it is expected that all new passenger vehicles sold must be zero-emission by 2030 [1]. EVs lead to a considerable new demand volume, which, combined with the rapid pace of the EV adoption rates, might cause grid congestion and technical issues [2]. For instance, simultaneously charging a large number of EVs in a specific area may cause power outages and power quality issues [3]. Nonetheless, EVs also represent new potential flexibility sources due to their inherent load characteristics (manageable), which may help deal with technical issues in the distribution grid in the form of services [4]. Therefore, compensation mechanisms that allow EV users to provide flexibility services to charging point operators (CPOs) acting as aggregators, distribution system operators, or energy suppliers might be needed in future scenarios [5]–[7]. On the other hand, the emergence of quality policies for EV charging services in terms of energy supplied can be designed using compensation mechanisms. Such mechanisms might help ensure service quality by supporting customers’ rights.

Compensation mechanisms are already used for different aspects of power systems. For example, power supply reliability is an accepted aspect for which customers can be compensated after experiencing electricity outages, such as a power blackout [8]. According to the societal appreciation analysis in [8], users are willing to pay (WTP) to avoid power outages but are also willing to accept (WTA) power outages under a proper monetary compensation, e.g., in the Netherlands, the WTP has been estimated to 0.61 €/kWh, and the WTA is around 25 €/kWh. Compensation mechanisms regarding power quality issues have mainly been used for commercial and industrial users. According to [9], power quality disturbances such as voltage sag/swells and harmonic distortion cause direct and indirect costs due to interruptions, process slowdowns, and equipment failure, among others. These costs range from a few thousand to millions of euros, and network operators are obliged to compensate their customers [9]. Consequently, paying for complaints of power outages to commercial or residential users might be more expensive than compensating a group of EV users for having energy not served.

Concerning EV flexibility, corresponding services have been widely studied in the literature. Authors in [10] proposed a compensation scheme based on a price model that considers reductions in the distribution transport tariff and the energy taxes to encourage EV grid support for DSOs while avoiding grid reinforcements. In [11], EV owners receive monetary compensation for handing over the charging control of their vehicles to an aggregator to deal with congestion issues in the transformer.

Monetary compensation for EV users providing ancillary services has also been studied in the literature. Authors in [12] and [13] propose that users can get an extra economic compensation for participating in voltage regulation and in regulation markets, respectively. Similarly, three different tariff structures are proposed in [14] to compensate EV owners for energy services, in which the demand is shifted toward a specific time interval. Other forms of compensations to EV owners for services provision are those related to battery degradation. For instance, a compensation mechanism based on carbon trading is proposed in [15] to reduce battery degradation costs.

EV users perceive any amount of energy not served as discomfort. However, depending on the user’s preferences and needs, the level of discomfort might differ due to the energy not served. In this sense, a compensation mechanism for energy not served could be beneficial from several perspectives. For instance, the grid operator can avoid extra costs for grid expansion/reinforcements through flexibility procurement [16], the CPO/aggregator can offer flexibility to the grid operator to improve its local objectives, and the EV owners’ discomfort can be levelled in exchange for monetary compensation [17]. Furthermore, prosumers’
utility functions can be nonlinear and nonconvex, or linear and flat with few large variations [18], motivating the use of discrete utility functions.

This paper proposes a compensation mechanism for energy not served in EV charging sessions. Hereby, the flexibility services of EV users are taken into account via discrete utility functions mapping the energy not served. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
- A novel compensation mechanism that allows EV users to receive compensation for flexibility services via energy not served using discrete utility functions.
- A general, flexible formulation for the utility functions of EV users that can be used in different power system applications regarding of its nature (convex or non-convex).
- Application of the multivariate t-distribution elliptical copulas (MVT) for modeling residential load profiles given in [19] to simulate synthetic EV charging sessions using real historical data.

The reminder of the paper is as follows: Section II presents a contextualization of the problem and introduces the proposed compensation mechanism. Section III contains the mathematical optimization model considering the discrete utility functions. The study case, tests, and results are presented in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions of the paper can be found in Section V.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PROPOSED COMPENSATION MECHANISM

A. Problem definition

We consider an aggregator or charging point operator (CPO) which is responsible for supplying a set of charging sessions \( \Omega = \{1, 2, ..., N\} \), with \( N \) being the number of charging sessions or EV users participating in the flexibility scheme over a scheduling horizon \( \Omega_T \). We assume that each charging session has an energy requirement from the CPO under certain commercial agreements. Consider now a charging session \( n \in \Omega \) which is characterized by the tuple \( \Lambda_n = (a_n, \phi_n, E_n, u_n, \gamma_n) \), comprised by the session’s arrival time \( a_n \), departure time \( \phi_n \), required charging energy \( E_n \), its utility function \( u_n \), and an acceptable energy percentage \( \gamma_n \).

Notably, we assume that the utility function \( (u_n = u(\phi_n)) \) represents a bilateral agreement between the CPO and the charging session as a function of the energy not served at the session’s departure time \( \phi_n \). This agreement implies that a session \( n \) complies with a lower final state of charge than initially requested; however, only in exchange for compensation. Furthermore, the CPO gains certainty on the sessions’ characteristics and controllability of its state. It is noteworthy that achieving this certainty requires that the user shares and satisfies the promises in \( \Lambda_n \), which can be tackled using truthful compensation and penalty mechanisms as in [6]. Hence, in this paper we assume that \( \Lambda_n \) is a truthful declaration from each charging session.

B. Proposed compensation mechanism

Let \( t_n \) denote the dynamic electricity price session \( n \) must pay at time \( t \), \( x_{n,t} \) the power consumption allocated to the session at that period, and \( \Delta t \) the time length of the discretized scheduling horizon. Then, the total energy cost a user must pay to the CPO for the served energy is given by

\[
\pi_n (x_{n,t}, \phi_n) = \Delta t \sum_{t \in \Omega_T} c_{n,t} x_{n,t} - u(\phi_n) \quad \forall n \in \Omega_N \quad (1)
\]

where \( u(\phi_n) \) represents a non-negative function mapping the energy not served. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that utility functions are rational in the game-theoretic sense, i.e., they are monotonic increasing with the energy not served; then, \( \max\{u(\phi_n)\} \rightarrow \phi_n = E_n \).

It is of the CPO’s interest to pursue that \( 1 \) is revenue adequate, i.e., when the total energy cost received from all participants is greater than or equal to zero [20]. Guaranteeing revenue adequacy ensures the CPO to avoid budget deficit. Let \( e_n \) be the acceptable fraction of the energy required by session \( n \) \( e_n = \eta_n E_n \), and \( C_n = \min_{\Omega_T} \{e_n\} \) be the minimum electricity price charged to the session during the scheduling horizon. Similarly, the supplied energy to a session is expressed as \( H_n = \Delta t \sum_{t \in \Omega_T} x_{n,t} \). Then, the following is stated:

Proposition 1. If \( u_n \) is capped such that \( u(\phi_n) \leq C_n e_n \) for each charging session \( n \in \Omega_N \), the energy cost in (1) is revenue adequate for the CPO if at least the acceptable energy is served to all sessions.

Proof. The payment for the energy served by the CPO from session \( n \) is bounded from below by \( C_n H_n \). Notice that the energy not served to the session is defined as \( \phi_n = E_n - \eta_n H_n \), where \( \eta_n \) is the session’s charging efficiency. The efficiency will be treated here as \( \eta_n = 1 \) for simplicity. Assume now the case where exactly the acceptable energy fraction is served, i.e., \( H_n = e_n \), implying that \( \phi_n = E_n - e_n = (1 - \gamma_n) E_n \), and \( u(\phi_n') \leq u(E_n) \leq C_n e_n \). Thus, the payment for the acceptable energy is revenue adequate since \( \pi_n \geq 0 \), where the total energy cost is \( \pi_n = C_n H_n - u(\phi_n') \); which implies that \( \pi_n < 0 \) is conditioned to \( H_n < e_n \). Hence, the energy cost is always revenue adequate for the CPO \( (\pi_n > 0) \) as long as the CPO supplies at least the acceptable energy to all sessions and \( u(\phi_n) \leq C_n e_n \).

As a remark, we point out that a drop in the total final energy cost \( (\sum \pi_n) \) would not necessarily reflect a drop in the revenue of the CPO since the latter may be able to receive a settlement from external parties due to flexibility services, e.g., by its participation in a local flexibility market [7].

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR EV FLEXIBILITY MANAGEMENT AND DISCRETE UTILITY FUNCTIONS

A. Charging Sessions

We assume a reservation system is given that accepts charging sessions for the planning horizon, for example, in a day-ahead scheme. The power consumption \( x_{n,t} \) is a decision variable determined by the CPO. Based on the sessions’ characteristics \( \Lambda_n \), the following constraints are
formulated: No power can be allocated to the session $n$ before its arrival time or after its departure time:

$$x_{n,t} = 0, \quad \forall n \in \Omega_n, \quad t \in \Omega_T : t < a_n \lor t > d_n \quad (2)$$

while the power allocation of each session is bounded by the charging pole characteristics in which a charging session is connected:

$$0 \leq x_{n,t} \leq \bar{x}_{n}, \quad \forall n \in \Omega_n, \quad t \in \Omega_T \quad (3)$$

Furthermore, all energy requirements should be ideally satisfied during the charging session:

$$H_n = \Delta t \sum_{t \in \Omega_T} x_{n,t}, \quad \forall n \in \Omega_N \quad (4)$$

$$E_n = \phi_n + \eta_n H_n, \quad \forall n \in \Omega_N. \quad (5)$$

**B. Users’ Utility Functions**

Notice that the energy not served represents discomfort to the user. Hence, we propose the use of discrete utility functions to represent bilateral agreements between the CPO and the charging sessions, as depicted in Fig. 1.

Formally, we use a lower-semicontinuous piecewise-linear function representing the monotonic increasing utility function of session $n$ as:

$$u_n = \begin{cases} f_{n,0} = 0 & \phi_n = 0 \\ \vdots & \\ f_{n,k} = h_{n,k} \phi_n + b_{n,k} & \alpha_{n,k-1} < \phi_n \leq \alpha_{n,k} \\ \vdots & \\ f_{n,\kappa} = h_{n,\kappa} \phi_n + b_{n,\kappa} & \alpha_{n,\kappa-1} < \phi_n \leq \alpha_{n,\kappa} \end{cases} \quad (6)$$

where $k \in \Omega_K = \{0, \ldots, \kappa \}$ represents the set of break points for charging session $n$, while $\{h_{n,k}, b_{n,k}\}$, and $\{\alpha_{n,k-1}, \alpha_{n,k}\}$ denote the coefficients and lower and upper bounds of the functions, respectively, with $k \geq 1$. For the sake of simplicity, we define $\pi_{n,k-1} := f_{n,k} (\alpha_{n,k-1})$ and $w_{n,k} := f_{n,k} (\alpha_{n,k})$ as the value of the function for segment $k$ evaluated on its endpoints. Note that (6) implies that $u_{n,0} = \pi_{n,0} = 0$, $w_{n,0} \leq C_n \pi_{n,0}$, and $\alpha_{n,\kappa} = E_n$ according to Proposition 1. Thus, by defining $Z_n := u_n$ as an auxiliary variable representing the cost for the energy not served, and multipliers $\lambda_{n,k}, \Delta_{n,k} \forall k \in \Omega_K$ as the weights on these two endpoints [21], the utility function can be expressed as a linear combination of the cost at the endpoints by:

$$Z_n = \sum_{k \in \Omega_K : k < \kappa} (\Delta_{n,k} u_{n,k} + \lambda_{n,k} \pi_{n,k}) + \Delta_{n,\kappa} w_{n,\kappa} \quad \forall n \in \Omega_N \quad (7)$$

where the energy not supplied is defined as:

$$\phi_n = \sum_{k \in \Omega_K : k < \kappa} (\Delta_{n,k} + \lambda_{n,k}) \alpha_{n,k} + \lambda_{n,\kappa} \alpha_{n,\kappa} \quad \forall n \in \Omega_N \quad (8)$$

$$1 = \sum_{k \in \Omega_K : k < \kappa} (\Delta_{n,k} + \lambda_{n,k}) + \lambda_{n,\kappa} \quad \forall s \in \Omega_S, \quad n \in \Omega_N \quad (9)$$

$$\lambda_{n,k} + \Delta_{n,k+1} = y_{n,k+1} \quad \forall n \in \Omega_N, \quad k \in \Omega_K : k < \kappa \quad (10)$$

$$\sum_{k \in \Omega_K : k \geq 1} y_{n,k} \leq 1 \quad \forall n \in \Omega_N \quad (11)$$

**C. Charging Point Operator (CPO)**

The power consumption profile of the CPO through the scheduling horizon $\Omega_T$, is given by:

$$p_t = \sum_{n \in \Omega_n} x_{n,t} \quad \forall t \in \Omega_T \quad (13)$$

which is constrained by upper/lower bounds representing the power capacity of the station’s transformer or a flexibility request from the main grid $\bar{p}$, and an energy limit $\bar{E}$ representing eventual energy contracts with the energy supplier as follows:

$$0 \leq p_t \leq \bar{p}, \quad \forall t \in \Omega_T \quad (14)$$

$$\Delta t \sum_{t \in \Omega_T} p_t \leq \bar{E} \quad (15)$$

The aim of the CPO is to minimize the cost for energy not served to the charging sessions while considering its own operational limits. Furthermore, it is the CPO’s responsibility to guarantee the operational conditions of the charging pool while aiming for an economically optimal operation. Hence, the set of decision variables of the CPO is defined as $\mathcal{Y}_{cpo} = \{x_{n,t}, p_t\}$. The optimal operation of the CPO considering the proposed compensation mechanism is given by:

$$\max_{\mathcal{Y}} \Delta t \sum_{t \in \Omega_T} \sum_{n \in \Omega_n} c_{n,t} x_{n,t} - \sum_{n \in \Omega_n} Z_n \quad (16)$$

s.t. 

$$(2) - (4), (7) - (15)$$

where the set $\mathcal{Y} = \mathcal{Y}_{cs} \cup \mathcal{Y}_{cpo}$ determines the decision variables of the model.
IV. STUDY CASE, TESTS, AND RESULTS

The proposed compensation mechanism and optimal operation CPO model are tested using historical data from an office building with charging stations in the Netherlands. The database consists of a total of 1,760 charging sessions from the 1st of June to 31st of December 2021, containing arrival time, departure time, and energy required. The distribution of the measured data relating the arrival time and the departure time is displayed in Fig. 2 (a), while the distribution relating the arrival time and the energy required is depicted in Fig. 2 (b). The procedure in [19] is followed to find the marginal distributions representing the arrival times, departure times, and required energy. With these distributions, 400 sessions were synthetically generated, resulting in the distributions displayed in Fig 2 (c) and (d).

It can be seen that the obtained synthetic sessions follow the original’s data distribution, highlighting the potential of MVT copulas for modeling EV charging sessions [22].

A maximum power of $\overline{p} = 22$ kW has been set for all poles, the charging efficiency $\eta_n = 0.92$, while the transformer rating is set to $\overline{p} = 700$ kVA and the energy limit as $\underline{E} = 8.2$ MWh, unless explicitly stated. To simulate diversity among sessions, the acceptable energy percentage for each session is assumed to follow a uniform distribution, $\gamma_n \sim U (0.5, 1.0)$. Similarly, all utility functions have been chosen randomly with $\kappa = 4$ break points and the compensation capped according to Proposition 1 ($c_n, \kappa \leq C_n e_n$).

IV. STUDY CASE, TESTS, AND RESULTS

The total power and cumulative energy considering the base case limits is depicted in Fig. 3 (a), where the sessions’ total required energy considering the charging efficiency, $\sum E_n/\eta_n = 8.1$ MWh is plotted. It can be seen that the CPO is able to serve the required energy, indicating that there is no energy not served in the base case.

The CPO’s limits are now reduced to $\overline{p} = 520$ kVA and the energy limit to $\underline{E} = 6.2$ MWh this may resemble an agreement with the energy supplier, a peak shave procedure, or a response to a flexibility procurement from the main grid. The resulting total power and the cumulative energy is shown in Fig. 3(b), where it can be seen that the CPO is able to serve more than the acceptable energy, $\sum c_n/\eta_n = 6.065$ MWh. As expected, reducing the operational limits modifies the power profile during the planning horizon while the CPO tries to maximize its revenue. This modification leads to 6.2 MWh of served energy and approximately 1.9 MWh of energy not served, which is distributed among the charging sessions. The probability density function (PDF) and empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the energy served and energy not served are depicted in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), respectively. From Fig. 4 (a), it can be seen that 70% of the sessions received at least 20 kWh, whereas from Fig. 4 (b) can be seen that 90% of the sessions had at least 10 kWh of energy not served.

The distribution of the energy not served is based on...
the cost for compensation defined by the users’ utility functions. The PDF and CDF of the user compensation is depicted in Fig. 4 (c), where it can be seen that 90% of the sessions receive a compensation lower than $\mathbf{1.30}$. Similarly, Fig. 4 (d) shows the PDF and CDF of the final energy cost of all charging sessions, indicating that 80% of the sessions pay less than $\mathbf{6.00}$ for their final energy cost. This reduction in the energy cost translates into an equivalent electricity rate of $\mathbf{\text{¢/kWh }}26.59$ in average, and a reduction of around $32\%$ in the total final energy cost of the CPO. It is noteworthy in Fig. 4 (d) that the final energy cost of all sessions is non-negative ($\pi_n > \mathbf{0.29}$), indicating the solution is revenue adequate for all sessions.

Three charging sessions (EV 1, EV 2, and EV 3) have been arbitrarily selected to further analyze the effect of the proposed compensation mechanism. Particularly, EV 1 represents a charging session with high compensation costs, required energy $E_1 = 59\, \text{kWh}$ and acceptable energy $\gamma_1 = 0.918$; EV 2 represents a charging session not willing to participate in the compensation mechanism with $E_2 = 7\, \text{kWh}$; and EV 3 represents a session with low compensation cost, $E_3 = 25\, \text{kWh}$ and $\gamma_3 = 0.775$. The required energy, served energy, and acceptable energy of these three sessions is depicted in Fig. 5 (a). It can be seen that at least the acceptable energy is served to all sessions, indicating an energy not served of $4.84\, \text{kWh}$ for EV 1 and of $5.63\, \text{kWh}$ for EV 3. However, as can be seen in Fig. 5 (b), the final energy cost is non-negative in all sessions with a compensation of $\mathbf{0.63}$ for EV 1 and $\mathbf{0.62}$ for EV 3 and a final cost of $\mathbf{17.03}$ for EV 1, $\mathbf{2.66}$ for EV 2, and $\mathbf{5.69}$ for EV 3.

**B. T2 - The CPO is unable to serve at least the acceptable energy to all sessions**

In this case, the CPO’s limits are reduced to $\mathbf{\pi = 520} \, \text{kVA}$ and the energy limit to $\mathbf{\tau = 5.0} \, \text{MWh}$, resembling a case where the CPO is unable to serve all the acceptable energy of the sessions. This reduction leads to $5.0\, \text{MWh}$ of served energy and approximately $3.1\, \text{MWh}$ of energy not served. The PDF and empirical CDF of the energy served and not served are depicted in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), respectively. From Fig. 6 (a), it can be seen that 70% of the sessions received at least $12\, \text{kWh}$, which is $60\%$ of the $20\, \text{kWh}$ in T1. On the other hand, from Fig. 6 (b) it can be seen that $90\%$ of the sessions had at least $13\, \text{kWh}$ of energy not served, which is $30\%$ more energy not served than in T1.

The PDF and CDF of the user compensation is depicted in Fig. 6 (c), where it can be seen that $90\%$ of the sessions receive a compensation lower than $\mathbf{1.69}$, which is $30\%$ higher than in T1. Similarly, Fig. 6 (d) shows the PDF and CDF of the final energy cost of all charging sessions, indicating that $80\%$ of the sessions pay less than $\mathbf{3.72}$ for their final energy cost, representing a reduction of $38\%$ compared to T1. This reduction in the energy cost translates into an equivalent electricity rate of $\mathbf{\text{¢/kWh }}21.47$ in average, and a reduction of around $56\%$ in the total final energy cost of the CPO. Note that approximately $30\%$ of the sessions have negative final energy costs (lower than or equal to $\mathbf{-0.22}$), indicating that the solution is not revenue adequate for all sessions.

In a next step, the same charging sessions as selected in T1 are studied. The required energy, served energy, and acceptable energy of these three sessions is depicted in Fig. 7 (a), where it can be seen that EV 2 is the only session with at least the acceptable energy served. Notice that both EV 1 and EV 3 received less that the acceptable energy. However, as can be seen in Fig. 7 (b), the final energy cost is non-negative in all sessions with a compensation of $\mathbf{3.93}$ for EV 1 and $\mathbf{1.75}$ for EV 3 and a final cost of $\mathbf{7.84}$ for EV 1, $\mathbf{2.66}$ for EV 2, and $\mathbf{2.46}$ for EV 3. This result is due to the noncontinuous characteristic of the utility functions.

Finally, Table I summarizes the sensitivity of the total cost of served energy, total user compensation ($\mathbf{\text{\textit{U}_n} = \sum \phi_n}$), and total final energy cost ($\mathbf{\text{\textit{P}} = \sum \pi_n}$) with respect to the CPO’s power and energy capacity. Also, the minimum final energy cost of all sessions ($\mathbf{\rho = \min \phi_n}$), the total energy

---

Fig. 5. T1 - Selected charging sessions. (a) Energy served, required, and acceptable. (b) Users’ charging cost, compensation, and total.

Fig. 6. T2 - PDF and CDF for the charging sessions. (a) Energy served. (b) Energy not served. (c) User compensation. (d) Final energy cost.

Fig. 7. T2 - Selected charging sessions. (a) Energy served, required, and acceptable. (b) Users’ charging cost, compensation, and total.
not served ($\Phi = \sum \phi_n$), and the average unitary cost can be found in Table I. The first row in Table I represents the base case, where all the required energy is served to the sessions, $\Phi = 0$. The impact of reducing the peak power imported from the main grid is evident in the second row, where the energy not served increases although the energy limit is not reduced. As expected, due to the proposed compensation mechanism, the average unitary energy cost is inversely proportional to the energy not served. Notice in Table I that the compensation mechanism is revenue adequate as long as the CPO is able to supply at least the acceptable energy to the sessions (6.065 MWh), which is evident as soon as $\rho$ becomes negative. On the other hand, also notice that the total revenue $\mathcal{P}$ is non-negative even even after a reduction of 63% in the energy limit. The point where $\mathcal{P}$ could be interpreted as the limit where the CPO might no longer offer flexibility to the main grid operator.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a compensation mechanism using EV flexibility management via energy not served has been introduced. The preferences of users and their bilateral agreements with the CPO have been modeled using discrete utility functions for the energy not served. A proof for the proposed compensation mechanism considering the particular characteristics of the charging sessions has been proposed. The proposed compensation mechanism was applied to a test scenario based on historical data from an office building with a parking lot in the Netherlands. Using the historical data set, synthetic data for 400 charging sessions was generated using multivariate t-distribution elliptical copulas. This approach allows capturing the complex dependency structures in EV charging data. Results validate the use of the compensation mechanism as a revenue adequate measure for the CPO as long as it is able to supply at least the acceptable energy to the sessions. At the same time, EV users perceive a reduction in the charging electricity rate as compensation according to their utility function. Hence, the proposed compensation mechanism is an attractive measure both for the CPO and the users. Future work will analyze the proposed compensation mechanism taking into account multiple CPOs as flexibility aggregators, the main grid operator, and a flexibility market structure.
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